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CIP rallies

$30

million
fund drive
begins

University defends position
by Melinda McMullen

"We will do all in our power to continue
CIP (the Community Involvement Program)
at the same level as it has been over the
years," promised UOP president Stanley E.
McCaffrey in a recent meeting with the CIP
Pacific.
advisory board.
At a meeting in San Francisco the board
Community Involvement Program stu
said the campaign will be known as the
dents staged a rally January 20 which urged
program "For a Greater Pacific." It will begin
the administration to "Save CIP." They con
later this year and continue until the end of
tended that when the program was begun in
1980.
1969 the University made a commitment to
Dr Stanley E. McCaffrey, university
maintain 200 students each year. CIP stu
president, said the $30 million effort will be
dents said that by not being allowed to
the largest in the 126-year-history of the
accept any new students this spring semest
university.
, . . er, their program is being "cut back.'
Two Regents, Stockton bank president
In addition, CIP members expressed
and Board of Regents Chairman Robert M.
concern over the fact that, instead of
Eberhardt and Bay Area Business executive
allowing 200 students to participate in the
and Regents Development Committee
program, the University has put them on a
Chairman Roy L. Brandenburger, will be cobudget which will not cover the cost of 200
chairman of the campaign.
scholarships.
"The fund drive will be designed to
In his hour long presentation to the ad
strengthen the university by increasing
visory board January 20, McCaffrey told the
Attempting to foster community support the Community Involvement
endowment for teaching, scholarship aid
audience that, because of a current budget Program staged an open rally in the Un.vers.ty Center.
library services and other educational
deficit, no University academic scholar
programs, and to provide much-needed
ships are beingawarded this Spring. Thus,
$184 (for CIP scholarships)," McCaffrey in
facilities on the three campuses in Stockton,
selection process conducted by CIP itself.
said McCaffrey, "CIP is being treated exactly
formed the audience. Tuition, he said,
Sacramento and San Francisco, President
McCaffrey also pointed out that
as are other University scholarship
covers the cost of teachers, counselors,
McCaffrey declared.
although
there
are
only
161
students
going
participants; no special limitation is being
equipment,
buildings,
utilities,
ad
Needs to be fulfilled include a science
to CIP there are 151 other Stockton gesiplaced
on
CIP."
.....
ministration,
records.
„
center, library addition, campus events
President McCaffrey told the board that dents who attend UOP with scholarships.
"If the cost for each student isn t paid,
center, art facility, conservatory addition
ttfe "200 figure" was used when the pro
said McCaffrey, "there is no income for
engineering school expansion, advanced
gram was begun in 1969 as a "target figure. "
operations and the school must close or re
Who Pays For CIP?
legal center and completion of the Stockton
McCaffrey said that the average number of
duce its programs."
South Campus renovation.
students attending CIP through the nine
According to McCaffrey all financial aid
According to McCaffrey "There is_no
McCaffrey said the campaign will be
years has been 160 "The University did not
programs
are given a budget each year. He
such thing as a free ride 'neducabom The
"perhaps the greatest challenge ever faced
determine the numbers to be enrolled in the
said that the University cannot provide more
cost for the Community Involvement
by Pacific." The UOP president said the
program." emphasized McCaffrey, or re
Bram is paid primarily by tuition paying stu
campaign is being developed because the
continued on page 6
strict the enrollment to these ™"Jers' dents "Each tuition paying student pays
university "needs to improve the buildings
rather the numbers were the result of the CI
and physical resources that have become
, inadequate to maintain the high quality of
learning environment so important to our
university. With the acquisition of the South
Campus we have seized the unusual
opportunity to build the Stockton campus
into one of the finest in the nation.
that, "With reference to the things (mass
Regents Chairman Eberhardt stated,
writing of words and obscenities on the walls
, m
In protest of disturbances caused by
"While $30 million dollars is a challenging
and stairwells of Eiselen House), it is fair to
HEP say that there were people from outside the
some High School Equivalency Program
goal, we believe it is a realistic one,
(HEP) students, Quad dormitory residents Counselor, J«Aaasus'd
considering the university's needs and the
a, the
HEP program involved.
capacity of our alumni, friends, foundations
"Those individuals, after our investiga
decided to take action.
..
,
A letter stating their comp amts was
and other sources to provide the kind of
tion who were directly or indirectly
signed by eighty-seven residents to UOP
support needed to reach it." He pointed out
responsible for what had taken place and
that over a year's study and preparation have
President Stanley E. McCaffrey.
also individuals who we felt were bringing a
The letter stated that, The HEP
lot of other people from outside the campus,
preceded theRegents' decision to undertake
students and their friends, interfere wit
have been expelled (from HEP).
the campaign.
Dean Barr commented on the overall
Special campaign committees will be
S£Tforties
^.«-^S£
situation by stating, that "Until this fall, we
established and announced as the planning
by their constantly lou
>
gatherings, and blatant disregard or HEP
haven't had that big of a problem with HEP.
proceeds, along with the further details on
"From where I sit in the Dean of
and University rules," and further stated
the $30 million effort.
Student's Office, I frankly think that we have
that, "these smaller disturbances have
Sha»«.Sano.ich, a residentol Carter
a lot more problems with the fraternities.
consistently increased to the point
"I don't think it's a problem that we've
House l.» td"l >00
""Sep'So" „e
^^rth/iette'was not meant as a threat,
been sitting on for years."
otlcampus people
The crux of the meeting came about
butaI?P^=S-—
when Radanovich commented on VicePeriy3.0
ftoor
President
Chamber's
remark
about,
aroundand causingtrood'ein a P'.cewhere "Everyone is allowed to make a bad decision
Assistant at Carter House
^ ^ {he
every now and then."
' "" we have nights «her,
Radanovich stated, "I don't think you
"Letters td the Editor section of this issue of
can tolerate it if it results in somebody's
The Pacifican.
g meeting was
The UOP Board of Regents this week
authorized the university to lay the
groundwork for a $30 million fund drive for

HEP behavior enrages quad residents
»• <~£*£S.' « 'SZZ

5KJTJTV- -

(Cl

What's News

A deck of
credit cards

Jazz quartet
cuss the

Basketball

12

Chambers! Coa"

student Life, Judy
ttie Sch00i of

Education,

StUd"Kanoth«r

HEP incident, Alva stated

continued on page 5
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Father Silva

With a little bit of hope
His collar denotes the priesthood andall
that it Implies. But he is satisfied to be
known in a simpler vein, that of "friend."
Father Robert Silva, UOP chaplain and
director of Newman House, is by vocation a
Catholic priest. His work on campus,
however, reaches beyond church confines to
include helping "his other friends discover a
little bit more about love and life and reality
— and do so with a little bit of hope."
His formal duties of running Newman
House stemmed from his desire to provide
friendship. He feels that a priest can
"uniquely" offer to everyone, in addition to
his services for Catholics, "a particular kind
of life that's lived with a particular kind of
value."
"What we need to accomplish that task,"
Father Silva concluded, "would be a place
where we'd have a home." So Newman
House (located on Manchester St., across
from the Health Center) is home for Father
Silva and three other male students, though
there is room for two additional students.
"Ordinarily you don't use Christ's
language," Father Silva says of his work here,
"you live it." I would consider that a more
effectvie preaching than verbalizing to a lot
of people who may not want to hear it."
So it is most important to Father Silva to
begin his work on a friendship level, not as a
missionary out for conversions. "In being the
friend, I can be myself," he explains. "It

makes a much more valuable kind of
presence on the campus.
As longas in "the past two to three years
however, Father Silva had found himself
becoming more tired and tense in hisduties,
as well as being less motivated. "I kind of
thought that maybe I had been here too
long," he concluded. "Maybe I needed to
m°VHe thought he was less and less that
dynamic, friendly person he perceived
himself to be. "I felt very much like I was
letting the place down. All of the things I was
good at, I suddenly couldn't do."
Consequently he set the wheels in
motion for his transfer and the selection of a
new chaplain last September. Doctors,
however, discovered physical problems, not
just emotional, and with treatment he
recovered his health. Now his possible
transfer is in doubt.
If an offer for a teaching position comes
through, Father Silva may have to transfer.
He won't be certain until theend ofFebruary.
"So at the presept time I'm in a state of inbetween."
"I feel much, much better," he claims
though. "Chances are that I'll be here. My
preference at this time would be to stay.'
Although he cannot pinpoint exactly
what first attracted hi m to the priesthood, he
says, "I guess the first thing was seeing a
priest and knowing a priest that I admired.. .
But I don't ttnink I really got into the faith
aspect of it until. I got into studying."

Training in the seminary began for
Father Silva after he spent a year at San >
Francisco State studying to be a teacher. He
still obtained his credential and taught at St.
Mary's High School before coming to UOP in;
1972.
Born and raised in California, Father
Silva has spent the last 13 years in the
Stockton Diocese working at St. Mary's, Delta
College and UOP. "My life as a priest has
been so excitingand challenging," hesays. "I
don't think in terms of my own personal life. I
could have grown and developed as in the
priesthood."
"The most painful part of my work, he
says, "is seeing people come and go." His
relationships whigh those on campus are
often close. While students graduate and
move on, Father Silva remains, lending a
sense of stability.
There are three asoects of a student's
spiritual needs that Father Silva sees himself
capable of aiding. "The first thing that has to
oe overcome," he claims, "is the fear that
students have of seeming 'phony-religious.'"
He tries to instead present a practical and
valuable "way of life."
"What kind of values does he live his life
by?" Father Silva asks in his work with
students. "And are they values thataregoing
to be productive for him as a human being?
And are they going to be of service to other
human beings, and not be destructive?"
As Father Silva himself says, "First and
foremost, I'm here to be a friend."

Father Robert Silva as M.C. of
UOPIAN Affair, a cabaret show
performed by Newman House.

World news of the week
Sully Surgeon

Filmaker Flees

A 40-year-old man who walked the halls
of an Atlanta Hospital posing as a heart sur
geon did so only to attract female com
panions, authorities released.
The man first appeared six months ago
when he began claiming that he was a
cardio vascular surgeon and had plans to
build a hospital in a local suburb.
After his arrest, the pseudo-surgeon
stated that, "I'm a doctor, but a Ph.d. in
Music from Southern California," and was
being held on a "flimflam" conviction in a
Virginia correctional facility.

Film director Roman Polanski fled the
United States last week rather than face up
to a prison term for his admitted unlawful
sexual relations with a 13-year-old girl.
A few hours after the abortive court
session, British Airways revealed that
Polanski had flown to London from Los
Angeles.
A Los Angeles Deputy DA later stated
that Polanski went to France from London,
where unlawful sexual intercourse is not an
extraditable offense.

Satellite Succumbs

Cosmos-954,
a
nuclear-powered
Russian spy satellite, fell out of orbit and
plunged into the atmosphere in the North
west Territories.
Numerous pieces of the nuclearpowered satellite were recovered in a one
and a half week effort.
Canadian officials have disclosed that
they will not return the pieces of the satellite
they recovered unless the Russians pay for
the cost of the recovery, which is estimated
at over one million dollars.

Blasting Bill

The US Senate passed a massive bill
which would overhaul the entirebody of laws
that have developed piecemeal during the
last 200 years.
One of the major goals of the legislation
is to provide moreuniformity and certainty in
punishment for federal crimes.
The bill also had a host of other pro
visions, including a sharp reduction in the
penalty for possessing small amounts of
marijuana.

Frightening Fruit
Israeli-grown oranges injected with mer
cury have been discovered in Holland and
West Germany, and a letter signed by an
Arab group said that the poisoning was
aimed at sabotaging the Israeli economy.
Five Dutch children were hospitalized
for mercury poisoning last week after they
ate contaminated oranges and became ill.

College Closes

Financially troubled Lone Mountain
College in San Francisco will close after this
spring semester and its hilltop campus will
almost certainly be purchased by the
neighboring University of San Francisco, the
presidents of both schools announced.
"This is the result of years of financial
trouble and starvation," commented Lone
Mountain College President Berndt Kolker.
"We had exciting ideas, but it just wasn't
possible to overcome the deficit."

up the bank manager with dynamite, held up
the Parkmerced branch of the Crocker Bank
in San Francisco and walked away with
$82,500.
Local police and FBI agents stated that
they believed it was the most money taken
from a San Francisco bank hold-up, sur
passing the $62,693 taken from the
Western-Union branch of the Bank of Amer
ica on November 10, 1961.

Foul Flu

A federal advisory panel stated that
millions of Americans should be vaccinated
against the new "Russian Flu."
Although the flu is considered relatively
mild, it has struck a large number of children
and adults under 24 in Russia and in Europe
and Asia in recent months.
Experts stated that they are certain that
it will spread into this country latethiswinter
or next winter.

Redwoods Rescued
Conservatives won a major victory in the
10 year fight to protect some of the world's
oldest redwoods when the US Senate easily
passed legislation to add 48,000 acres tothe
Redwood National Park in Northern
California.
The bill will now go to the House of
Representatives where it will be considered
in a slightly different version.

Unholy Hand

Huge Heist
A lone gunman who threatened to blow

A North Las Vegas woman who cut off
her left hand with a machete and saw is Iisted

in guarded condition after doctors
attempted to reattach her hand.
Police stated she was found by her boy
friend at home while citing the biblical
scripture, "If thy hand offend thee, cut it
off..."
Authorities later released that the vic
tim stated she cut off her hand to atone for
some undisclosed sins.

President's Program

President Carter will announce a major
program today to provide a reported $1.2
billion to college students from middle-class
families because he fears a 71 percent jump
in college costs has put their chances for
higher education in jeopardy.

Strangler Speaks
The mystery letter writer who claims to
be the Hillside Strangler-killer of 12 women,
said his mother made him kill "those bad
and evil ladies." He hinted he might strike
again unless his demand for a guaranteed
safe surrender is met.
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Students who build their own computers
be programmed to take measurements and
readings in controlled experiments.
Engineers are interested in it, he said,
because "anyone who is involved in
designing machines, as electrical engineers
are, will have to understand microcom
own one.
puters because they are being used as the
This month 27 students and faculty
basis for more and more things."
members at UOP are getting a head start on
Each class member spent the first week
the rest of the world. They are constructing
of the course constructing the computer,
their own computers at a cost of $200 each
which when assembled consists of a power
month-long
class
entitled
in
a
supply and tow boards, one containing the
-Microcomputer Workshop' offered during
computer itself and the other the keyboard
the winter term session at UOP.
interlace which is used to type programs into
Engineering professors Irwin Dunmire
the computer. Programs may be stored on
and Ronald Pulleyblank are teaching the
an ordinary cassette tape recorder and can
course which they say is designed for the
be recalled when the command is typed on
student who has no extensive experience in
the keyboard.
electronics but is interested in learning
After the course isover, thestudents will
about computers.
be able to use the computers as they wish.
"We knew there was interest in
Dr. Dunmire said the devices are so versatile
It "Dunmire said. "There are lots of people
that he "really can't predict all the uses for it.
who would like to get into the field but don't
"But certainly," he continued, "it will be
know where to start. This course provides an
used for games, tor keeping records, for
excellent opportunity for them to get started
doing calcualtions, and for performing lab
and to get together with others interested in
experiments. One student is working on a
computer-controlled home security system.
Originally the course was limited to 15
Dr. Pulleyblank agreed that there is no
people because the professors were wary
end to the number of things the computer
about the number of people who would be
will be used for by this months students.
Photo by Jorge F. Raya
willing to pay the $200. The high attendance
"It's a computer," he explained, "It can do
surprised them but the increasing interest in
anything.'
computers is not unique to UOP.
Interest
in
the
revolutionary
microcomputers is booming everywhere, the
professors say. Computer hobby clubs have
sprung up across the nation and there are
now a number of magazines geared towards
the computer hobbyist - the person who
owns his own microcomputer and wants to
share programs (caled "software") and uses
with others.
The computer buffs taking the winter
Bus. 951-1911
course at UOP come from a variety of fields,
...
Res. 465-8805
including chemistry, physics, psychology,
Ruth Glenon
pharmacy and engineering. Dr. Pulleyblank
Realtor Aeeociate
explained that a microcomputer would be
helpful in any laboratory science, since it can

Engineers predictthat microcomputers,
the type that are the electronic basis for
video games, microwave ovens and the new
cash registers, will in the near future become
s0 inexpensive that everyone will be able to

Free Market Analysis

Prof. Real Estate Consultation

Selling? Buying? Investing?

CALL..

Candidate
reception
planned
Students
interested
in
meeting
candidates for state and local offices are
invited to a reception to be held in the
Raymond Common Room at noon on
Thursday, February 16.
Attending the event will be incumbent
legislators, challengers, and campaign
managers, who will be recruiting students for
volunteer campaign positions during the
^'sponsoring the event will be the State
and Local Government Class and the
American Democracy class, both taught by
Dr. Jerry Briscoe.

DAVIS MCAT CLASSES
ENROLLING NOW

11:00 a.m.- 6:00 P-IXL

477-5665

7616 Pacific Avenue
(next to Breuner's)

hTthe new

Lucky/Longs

Shoppi>»9 Ctr

Storewide
friday

2/10

~

Saturday

2/11

2/12

CENTERS IN MAJOR U.S. CITIES

AH recorded,.
Rainbow

Records

800-223-1782
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McGovern returns

Six years, three presidents later
by Steve Chan
"We talk about the United States being
numberone. But, we don't tell ourselves that
it has to do with our capacity to kill and
destroy...sometimes referred to as de
fense." Senator McGovern stated in his
address at UOP last January 19th in the
Conservatory Auditorium.
The theme of his talk was "A Public
Agenda for America" which he presented by
way of reviewing the past record of the Carter
Administration and determining what our
nation's priorities have been.
Nearly seven years ago, McGovern, the
Democratic Candidate for the presidency in
1972, addressed a capacity crowd on the
same stage with what the senator described
as "...not one of the first speeches, but the
first speech for the presidency that I made."
McGovern criticized the US for focusing
our sharpest energies, best leadership,
scientific and material interests in de
fending threats from abroad.
And because of this preoccupation,
McGovern said, the domestic society has
been largely neglected.
As a graphic
example, the senator queried the audience
by asking if the average citizen feared more
from a Soviet attack than walking in one's
own neighborhood.
Although he stated that it was too early to

outlays in the range of $5 to $7 biIlion.but he
is not keeping that commitment when he
sends up a budget request.of110billion
larger than last year...and thats what

After a six year period George
McGovern returned to UOP with a
Public Agenda for America
Photo by Jorge F. Raya

tally the results of the Carter Administration,
it was not too early to sound warnings and
begin to ask questions.
He then compared Carter with former
President Nixon and his "secret plan" to end
the Vietnam War which never really mater
ialized.
McGovern further stated, "Certain
pledges were made., and a serious commit
ment, that he (Carter) would reduce military

P He stressed the point that the country
should maintain an adequate defense, but
the question needs to be raised on why is it
for the first time in the history of this country
that we have increased the military budget
after a war has comfe to an end.
Another frustrating problem presented
asked how both inflation and unemploy
ment could exist at the same timewhen most
economists thought that such an occurence
was an impossibility.
This "stagflation" as McGovern referred
to it, ranked among the problems of energy
costs health costs, the cost of nuclear arms
and the push from the Pentagon for new

weapons.
.
The senator commented, "It is not fair to
suggest that we are disappointed because
President Carter had not been able to re
solve all these problems in his first year in
office, but we can blame him for what he has
said and done, which gives us a relatively
clear picture of what his priorities are and
where he is going."
McGovern complimented Carter for his

efforts to move up the SALT negotiations and
believes that the president is committed to
bringing nuclear weapons under discipline
and control.
He also gave Carter credit for having the
courage to cancel the B-l Bomber and for
pressing ahead with the Panama Canal
Treaty even though it hurts him politically.
On the domestic scene, McGovern sees
less certainty in the direction that the nation
is taking. He contends that unemployment,
re-organizing our tax structure and health
care, and inflation are being postponed
again "...primarily for the sake of something
referred to as 'winning business con
fidence'."
L,
"Now that's all well and good to win the
confidence of the business community, but
that's not the only community in the United
States," commented the senator.
The senator feels that the Carter Ad
ministration should work towards harness
ing the resources of both government and
private industry and put the people back to
work.
"There is just something fundamentally
wrong, both economically and morally, to
have from 8 to 10 million people un
employed, and paying out some $18 billion
to people who are unable to find work."

Anyone can offer you a job.

HEWLETT-PACKARD OFFERS YOU A CAREER
That's right. Hewlett-Packard, renowned for high quality and innovative technology, is offering you more
than a JOB. We're looking for talented individuals majoring in Electrical/Mechanical/Chemical Engineering, Computer Science.
Math, Chemistry, Physics and Business Administration. What are we offering in return? An H-P Career which means a
diversity of opportunity across functional, technological and geographical areas. A chance to utilize your talents AND IDEAS
to the fullest, and handle as much responsibility as possible. At H-P, we maintain a small company entrepeneurial atmosphere
which provides a hands-on approach and a wide exposure to individual responsibility in such areas as:

•
•
•
•
•
•

Computers
Calculators
Electronic Instruments
Medical Instruments
Semiconductor Components
Analytical Instruments

Challenging career opportunities exist in R&D, sales,
manufacturing, service, marketing, finance and personnel.

Hewlett-Packard offers cash profit
sharing, stock purchase plan, along with
plenty of responsibility, career growth
& professional challenge.
Interested in more than just a job?
Then we invite you to explore an H-P
Career by sending a resume to our
Corporate Manager of Professional
Recruiting, Dept. C, 1501 Page
Mill Road, Palo Alto, CA 94303

HEWLETT JlDl PACKARD
We ai • an equal opportunity employer dedicated to affirmative action
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UOP grad teaching in Peace Corps
"The Afgans are poor but they give their
best That quality has rubbedoff on us," says
yOP graduate and Peace Corps volunteer
Chopin Kiang
Kiang and his wife Jacklyn are both
English teachers, a profession they continue
to practice through the Peace Corps.
Born in Nanking, China, Kiang's family
moved to Indonesia when he was two. For
the next ten years, he attended Dutch
schools before coming to the United States.
A Teacher Corps intern in Stockton from
1973 until 1975 through a UOP program,
Kiang graduated in 1975 with a degree in
liberal studies from the School of Education.
Kiang teaches English at the Ministry of
Mines and Industries and at the Afghan
National Petroleum Exploration Company^
He finds the students "wide-eyed,motivated,
looking for a future."
The fringe benefits of being located

central Asia include the chance to travel to
other countries during the winter break in
the school schedule. Last year the Kiangs
headed east to Thailand. They now intend to
travel west to Spain.
The couple lives in an attractive
compound, as traditional Afghan houses
are called. Compounds look rather like
fortresses from the outside.
They are
comprised of walls which surround a
courtyard and varying numbers of rooms.
Afghanistan's population is 12.7 million
with a population density of 50 people per
square mile. The country is approximately
the size of Texas. Its literacy rate is ten per
cent and the Iife expectancy of Afghans is 40
years, due in large part to a high infant
mortality rate.
Being a Peace Corps volunteer in this
central Asian country has "opened vistas,"
notes Mrs. Kiang. "We've been growing
here."

UOP Grad Chopin Kiang teaching^ Peace Corps i« shown with his
wife and at dog at their house in Afghanistan.

LAWYER'S ASSISTANT...

HEP...

a challenging new career for college graduates.

ft_
3L/

An intensive 12 week course offered
by the
UNIVERSITY OF SAN DIEGO
jn cooperation with the National
Center for Paralegal Training

. Specialties offered in the following fields:
Litigation
Corporations & Real Estate
Estates, Trusts & Wills
Generalist (Evenings only)
• ABA Provisional Approval
. Clinical Internship
• Employment Assistance
For a free brochure please
U N"|VERSITY OF SAN DIEGO

^K^ sAss'sta

send

_the_following to:

^318, SE^M Hall

(714) 2916480 Ext 4325

Name
Address—_State_

Financial aid:
apply now
Students wishing to apply for financial
assistance to help finance their 1978-79
college or postsecondary education plans
may do so now by completing a single
application form and financial statement
which is now available at all California
colleges according to Arthur S. Marmaduke,
Director of the California Student Aid
Commission.
The single form replaces separate
applications formerly distributed by the
Student Aid Commission.
Students may pick up an application
packet from the financial aid office at UOP.

continued from page 1
injury who is going to this school."
"Last semester it's bad enough that we
had a stabbingon campus and this semester
our own head residents had to physically
throw someone out of our dorm.
"Writing on the wall is bad.
but m
scared to death that someone is going to get
hurt," he said. "Who knows, it may be some
poor little girl upon oneof the floors whogets
trapped someplace and that's it. Or perhaps
even someguy asking others t0^ie^°^n
Towards the conclusion of the meeting,
both the administration and the students
agreed that the problem was in the lack ot
communication between the administrators
and the resident staff.
A much greater emphasis would now be
given in that area as a step to work towards
better understanding of the situation.

-Zip-

Summer 1978 - OayI I Phone
June 12 - Aug. 25
I—'
r—i Spring 1979 - Day
Fall 1978 - Day
LJ Feb. 12 - May 4
Sept. 25 - Dec. 15

Segarini's Liquors

•

ay9™ w^rio • asaiWD

LIQUOR

WINE
Party Suppllaa — Grocariaa —
Kag Baar — Fi* Datlvary

PHONE 478-3275

DELICATESSEN

125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON, CALIF.

SpeeM discount for Frete end Ixniltl*'

Special student program
discounts for good students
. broad coverage type policy.
policy may be continued after graduation
additional

A grpg* wo.. nf lite
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Press convention
Interested journalists, photographers,
and broadcasters should begin making
plans immediately to attend the annual
convention of the California Inter collegiate
Press Association.
Students attending the conference in
San Luis Obispo on Feb. 24 and 25 will be
able to meet with professionals as well as
compare notes with other student journalists
from colleges and uni • rsities all over
California.
Among the featured professionals
conducting workshops are Marilyn Baker,
KPIX investigative reporter who is credited

continued from page 1

ministrative costs.
Following McCaffrey s presentation , the
president of the CIP Advisory Board Emile
Ransome said that, "the change in the pro
gram's funding from a potential top figure of
200 slots, may be understandable in terms
of those problems (financial problems), but
it is troubling to the Advisory Board for other

with cracking the Patty Hearst case.David
Shaw of the L.A. Times, Ron Fimrite oSports
Illustrated, Jim Willse, city editor of the San
Francisco Examiner, and Greg
'
voted Photographer of the year y
California Press Photographer Association.
The $30 registration fee for the
convention covers the two days' activities,
which include on-the-spot lournatism
competition, and meals.
,
Anyone interested in attending the
conference should contact Laura Diamond
at 477-3013 or Melinda McMullen at the

reasons.
Ransome stated that the long range im
plications of this change are unclear and
may adversely affect some sources of the

Pacifican by Monday.

ASUOP Campaign begins
On March 1 and 2 the Associated
Students will hold their annual spring
elections. The offices of ASUOP president
and vice-president will be open. In addition,
positions will be open on the Pacifican
Publications Board and specific school elec
tions will be held.
The deadline to submit petitions for
candidacy is today, according to Jake Alter,
director of the ASUOP election committee.
Campaigning will officially begin February
14. after the petitions have been approved.
' The ASUOP election committee will
sponsor three candidate s nights. They will

CIPs no 'empty seats'

be held at 8 p.m. on February 16 in South
west West Lobby; 9 p.m. on February 21, in
the Redwood Room; 8 p.m. on February 22,
in Raymond-Callison Lodge.
In addition, ASUOP will publish and
distribute a voter handbook which will con
tain all the constitutional amendments.
According to Aller, presidential cam
paign petitions have been taken out by Mat.
Brill, Rick Brower, Rick Johnson, Lori
Kennedy, DougParry, VinceOrange, andKe|i
Doizaki. Petitions for vice- president have
been taken out by Kirk Hoback and Steve
Stapleton.

aid (approximately 1,800) were constoered
to be free," said McCaffrey, "either the re
maining number of stuents in the University
would have to pay much increased tuition
cover these costs or the University tacul'j'
staff and services would have to be sever
reduced.

, |/-vn)

What Does CIP Otter U0P>

McCaffrey concluded his presentation
by saying that the UOP campus environ
ment has been enriched by the broadened
cultural and ethnic representation that has
been provided.
„
.
"We are all proud of the program,
McCaffrey, "and desire and intend to con
tinue it." McCaffrey told the Advisory Board
that next year's budget for CIP would be
raised approximately $50,000 to a
amount of $570,000 to, "assure the main
tenance of the same number of students in
the program (160)." In addition, CIP will re
ceive their usual $60,000 to meet ad

program's success.
In addition, Ransome expressed con
cern that some students had given up other
opportunities to try to attend CIP in the up
coming spring semester.
"Better communications and co-opera
tion over the future of CIP could have pre
vented many of these undesirable con
sequences,' said Ransome. "What we seek
above all else is the inclusion of the Advisory
Board in decision-making concerning the
program's future.
The Advisory Board told the president
that he had raised many "valid questions'
about CIP, and requested another meeting
so that CIP could nave time to present the
answers.
McCaffrey said that another meeting
would be granted in several weeks. Philoso
phy professor and Advisory Board member
Gwenneth Browne urged those members of
the Board of Regents who attended the meet
ing to also attend the next meeting. She said
that many of the differences found were in
"differences of perception," and asked that
the Regents hear "both sides" before making
a decision.

pacifican classified

GET TOES MEG SHOT TREE

ARE YOU AFRAID OF SNAKES?

study tohelp peopleovercome their tear of
snakes, conducted by Gary Howells of
Raymond-Callison. If interested, call 9462450 or contact him at his office, Rm. 127.

A

ATTENTION: Students, Faculty, and Staff.
Begin now to create hand-made arts and
crafts to sell at the Anderson Y Street Fair on
Pacific Day, April 29. No entry fee charged
to UOP participants. To sign up, call the Y at
466-1496 or come by 265 Knoles Way
(across Pacific Avenue).

MEN! WOMEN!
Submitted by Ted Kanaya-Adams, Director
JOBS ON SHIPS! American. Foreign. No

-

z

experience required. Excellent pay.
Worldwide travel. Summer job or career.
Send $3.00 for information. SEAFAX,
Dept. B-15 Box 2049, Port Angeles,

-

466-1496 or x2444

Washington 98326,

1970 Camero, Vinyl Top, Rallye Wheels,

Nearly New Radial TA-60 Tires,
Automatic and Air, Call 462-0834.

Classified rates: students and faculty iU
cents a line, others JU cents a tine, one line
is approximately
spaces

7

Anderson Y Center

I need somebody to patch clothing. Will
pay. Call 464-5305.

Writers Wanted: Learn to improve your
writing skills by becoming a reporter for the
Pacifican.
For more information, call
946,2114 or visit our offices on the third
floor of North Hall.

VAti-fa mtr

SENIORS

•YOUR FACE IS OUR BUSINESS'

cauptn cattifuf rtotl
time padrtutti
turn
'
:
—
eutdn/f
fhm,

AT THE YEARBOOK PHOTO
SESSION
^^-^3

February 14

The Gold Rm.. next to Regents Dining Hall

11:00 - 4.00/5:00 - 8:00

February IS

The Gold Rm , nexf to Regents Dining Hall

8:30-12:30

February 16

The Gold Rm„ next to Regents Dining Hall

8:30- 12:30/1:30-5:30

February 17

The Gold Rm., next to Regents Dining Hall

8:30- 12:30/1.30 - 5:30

Seniors, come by the photo sessions anytime during the hours listed above. There is no charge to h
and included in the yearbook.
Copyright © 1978 by Irathutionat Swvmt. Inc.

/

/
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credit cards
i

Who deals in the college crowd
The bronze, 18-year-old beach-god
stroHs into his local jock shop, picks out the
Cadillac of surfboards and pays for it with a
personal credit card. The teenage girl with a
steady paper route and stunning sincerity
secures a local bank loan for a new, tenspeed bike.
Three young college graduates have a
yen to sell jeans in their own retail shop. No
experience, but lots of energy. They
convince a local bank to advance them
$5,000 to start the venture.
While credit was once the exclusive
privilege
of
the well-to-do, mature
Americans, the consumer picture has
changed dramatically. Consumers over 50
remember a cash-on-the-barrelhead society
when nothing was theirs until they could pay
for it. In full.
But no more. Today's consumers buy
now and pay later. Our affluent society has
become the cred ity society. We know that we
can flash a few plastic rectangles embossed
with meainingful numbers and gain instant
consumer acceptance.
We are not in the mainstream until we
have at least one installment loan. Buying
with cash in the seventies, Time magazine
recently pointed out, seems as outmoded as
the crew cut.
The variety of goods and services avail
able on credit is astounding. Of course, there
are the traditional items such as cars,
homes, clothes, appliances, furniture, food
and airline tickets. But a person can also rent
a Los Angeles apartment, or rent a car, or buy
ski-lift tickets in Aspen on credit.
No wonder some people collect credit
cards like they once collected baseball
cards. The plastic rectangles stamped
Master Charge, American Express, Amoco
and Visa are just as good as currency.
Sometimes better.
National Car Rental System, Inc. Credit
Card Manager Connie Conradi says the
average middle-class American has 12.8
credit cards, but there is also the extreme
example: Walter Cavanagh is reportedly the

most avid credit card collector in the
country.
Earlier
this year, Cavanagh, a
pharmacist who earns about $27,000 a year,
said he owned approximately 800 credit
cards. Cavanagh apparently collects them
for fun and routinely stores all but a few in a
safe deposit box.
If Cavanagh actively used his 800-plus
cards, however, he would have an estimated
line of credity approaching $9.3 million in a
single month.
In some ways, to avoid buying on credit
seems, somehow, un-American. Certainly, if
we bought goods and services strictly with
cash, the economy would be slowed down
considerably. But it is not all patriotism and
consumer conditioning that leads us to buy
on credit.
Inflation, coupled with recession in
recent years, has made living tough for
everyone. No wonder young married couples
are scrambling to buy homes — not because
homes are a bargain. Far from it. They're
scrambling because the $50,000 home they
admired this year will cost an estimated
$75,000 by 1981.
The conditions and statistics speak
clearly. Time magazine reported inFebruary
that the U.S. population had grown 44 per
cent since 1950, but Ihe total amount of
outstanding consumer installment debt
multiplied more than 12 times to roughly
$179 billion (that figure, by the way, does not
even include home mortage debt).
We are truly a credit society and young
adults are the people who depend on credity
most. "Their wants and needs exceed their
income," says Ronald McCauley of the
Chicago Federal Trade Commission regional
office. "For the first half of a person's life, he
has more time than money. . .and in the
second half, it's the complete opposite."
But there is frustration among young
consumers. They watch their parents buyon
credit, so they try to do the same. They have
more money than their parents did thirty
years ago and they choose to spend it — at

last count, about half of all 16-to-21-year-old
Americans had jobs.
Modest jobs like babysitting and cutting
lawns, to be sure, but |obs justthe same. The
jobs plant p to $20 a week in the pockets of
typical 17-year-olds.
National Car Rental agrees that most
people under 24 arenot bad credit risks. The
company also points out that it a young
person already has a Master Charge card or
other major credit card, it's easy to rent a car
from National.
"Like Master Charge," says Matt Waters,
director of credit for National Car Rental, "we
want to give young adults the credit thdV
deserve."
With money like that to spend, young
people are rapidly luredinto the credit world.
There are |unior charge accounts and
student charge accounts available for
consumers as young as 12. There are
"campus deb accounts" and "keen teen
accounts."
By the time he reaches college, that
youngconsumer is included in the majority if
he already holds at least a department store
credit card.
After studying the success of its young
credit card test program for 18 months,
Master Charge in Florida reports that among
all youthful applicants with an accepted co
signer, 80 per cent have been approved, the
average line of credit is $301 per person and
the average balance for young people with
Master Charge cards turns out to be a
respectable $134.
But there can be credit problems
caused largely by lack of experience. An 18year-old college student in Arizona, for
example was turned down for a credit card
because he was already "overburdened with
debt." A Colgate student whohad been using
his father's oil company credit card by
agreement ran up a $200 gas bill and was
forced to sell his car.
Critics of young consumer credit who
really want to get tough remind us of the
student loans that will never be paid off — to
be specific, the federal government cites
$500 million in loans that are in default.
That's $10 per cent of all student loans
issued.
By next year it is estimated that an
additional $145,000 student default claims
worth $127 million will be filed.

Aguilar
chairs UC
committee
David Aguilar, a COP student from
Stockton, has been selected by the
University Center Board of Directors to lead
the University Center Programs Council.
Aguilar has been active in many
different campus activities while attending
UOP. He has served as photo editor for the
Pacifican, member of the Pacifican
Publications Board Darkroom Manager for
the University Center and has been a group
leader for thePacific Wilderness Experience.
Marci Marcus has been selected as the
Assistant Chair. She is a freshman from San
Francisco and has been involved with the
Pacific Wilderness Experience.
Marcus plans to work with the Council
Committee Chairs to expand and better
publicize the program Council's various
activities.

Pacifican
writers needed
The Pacifican is looking for some
serious new writers to work for the
newspaper this semester.
No experience is necessary,
however, a willingness to learn is a
must. Reporters will learn how to inter
view, review, and cover news stories. In
additon, students will adopt a clear,
short, organized style of writing.
Assignments can be worked
around the student's course load. It is
not necessary to accept assignments
every week. However, 2 units of credit
are available to students who are willing
to do writing on a regular basis.
For more information, call the
Pacifican office at 946-2114 or visit the
office which is located on the third floor
of North Hall.
The Pacifican office is open
weekdays from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m.

Next Week — Giving us credit: bad-risk
"kids" or "college market"?

Reach a little higher, study a little longer and earn a Master of
Fine Arts Degree at the Academy of Art College. The Academy isunique
in many respects, one of which is that our faculty is comprise o
working professionals.
. .,
c
If you should qualify as an M.F.A. candidate, you 11 work with one of
our instructors on a one to one basis. This assures you o getting t e
attention you need to accomplish your objectives in the arts.
Fill out this handy coupon and we'll send you full particulars regarding
our program.

A

ACADEMY OF ART COLLEGE,

5b PoweVstr^ LVrancisco. CA 94108 • (415) 673-4200
Since 1929, the professional way to leam.

Master of Fine Arts Coordinator.
Iam interested in applying as a candidate in your M.F.A.Irogram.

12222222222222222222Z22i.

EDICAL SCHOOL
SCHOLARSHIPS
are offered by the Navy to Pre-Meds accepted
to accredited medical schools in the U.S. The
Navy provides full tuition plus books and lab
fees and a $400 a month stipend. For further
information and eligibility requirements,
cal (415) 273-7791 or write to:

Please send me full particulars regarding this program.
• Fine Arts

• Illustration • Advertising

Q Photography

O Graphic Design

OFFICER PROGRAMS
Room 826, 1515 Clay Street
Oakland, CA 94612
DEADLINE TO APPLY:

MARCH 15, 1978
^222Z2222

]N
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Drama —

Community Calendar
Friday, February 10

Noon: Jazz Band Concert, University Center patio.
.F
8 30 and 11:30 p.m. David Grisman Quartet, Great American Music Ha

Virginia Wool*
a thirst quencher

—• StocKton Civic Theater. Ticket
463-6813
8 D.m. Eric Clapton, Oakland Coliseum

8:15 p.m. Faculty recital featuring David C. Priester. Conservatory

Saturday, Febuary 11
3 6 and 9 p.m. "A Man Called Horse 1 UC Center Theater
.iz-MaiiSF
8:30 and 11:30 p.m. David Grisman Quartet Great American Music
•
g

:r^T^tl,Vthe8Man^en Transfer" Sacramento Community Theater

^:Sp^SSHa..,Rathske«e,
Noon'to ^p.rn'chinese New Year's Festival. Confucius Church, Stockton.

3,6 and 9 p.m. "A Man Called Horse" UC Center Theater
Tuesday, Febuary 14

6:30 p.m. Women's Union Meeting. They will present the Stockton Women s Theater
troupe discussing their next production. Raymond Common Room. Everyone is
welcome.
7 p.m. Folk Dancing Anderson Y, Dues $2 student; $3 single; $5 family. For more
information call Sharon Hines at 465-3044 or Anderson Y.
8 p.m. UOP Jazz Band presents NYC Jazz Quartet. Ticket information at 946-2550.
7:30 & 10 p.m. "The Graduate" UC Theater. Cost: 25 cents.

Elan Evans and Mark McQuery imbibing in the Stockton Civic Theater's production of
Edward Albee's "Who's Afraid of Virginia WoolfT'

Wednesday, Febuary 15

8 p.m. TheTubes, Stockton Civic Auditorium. Tickets at all BASS Outlets, $6.50, $7.50
day of show.
"Scenes from a Marriage" U.C. Theater 7 and 10 p.m.

The Tubes On Tuesday

"Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?", verbally belaying her husband, George Neat
Edward Albee's emotion- packed comedy- as the husband, Mark McQuery as an
drama about two couples in a dusk-to-dawn, opportunistic biology professor and Elan
no-holds-barred binge, is in its last weekend Evans as his timid wife give top notch perfor
of performances at the Stockton Civic mances under Colahan's directions.
Theater.
What is probably the wettest drama in
Under the direction of Giles Colahan the
the history of the theater, (the cast
play moves at a proper pace, maintaining life
consumes no less than 41 stiff drinks), will
through what could become a long and
conclude tonight and tomorrow at 8 p.m. at
psychologically straining experience for the
the Stockton Civic Theater, cornerof Monroe
audience.
and Willow. Ticket information may be ob
The cast— Libby Colahan, the middletained by callingthe Box Officeat 463-6813.
aged virago who spends most of the evening

'Something for Everyone'
by Melinda McMullen

Recently returned from a successful European tour, the Tubes will be performing at the
Stockton Civic Auditorium Wednesday at 8 p.m. Tickets are $6.50 adv., $7.50 day of show.

The Tubes will appear in concert at 8
p.m. on Wednesday dt the Stockton Civic
Auditorium. Tickets to this Bill Graham
Production are $6.50 in advance and $7.50
day of show.
Last year, the Tubes played to a sell-out
crowd in Stockton on Valentine's Day. This
year, they return to celebrate their
anniversary a day late with another evening
of music, magic andmadness which only the
Tubes can manufacture.
There really is no way to describe a
Tubes show accurately. It is a wacky
combination of good rock and roll, mediavisual experimentation, pure theater and
humor and satire.
The talented members of the troupe are
Bill Spooneron lead guitar, Prairie Prince on
drums, Rick Anderson on bass, Roger Steen
on guitar, Vince Welnick on pianoand organ,
Fee Waybill on lead vocals, Michael Cotten
on synthesizers and Re Styles, guest dance
artist. Together they have pranced their way
through such classic presentations as
"Mondo Bondage," "Rock and Roll Hospital"
and "White Punks on Dope."
The Tubes recently returned from a
TUBES WORLD TOUR, which featured sold
out shows in England, France, Germany and

other European countries. They were
banned from Italy and Spain as being too
"politically volatile," and were stopped atthe
German border as suspected gang
members. Their albums included YOUNG
AND RICH and THE TUBES. A new release is
due soon.
Advance ticketsare available at allBASS
outlets and Miracle Music outlets, including
Tower Records and Sun Stereo in Stockton
For more information call 466-4388.

Women's Union
to meet
UOP's Women's Union will hold its first
meeting on Tuesday, February 14 at 6:30
p.m. in the Raymond Common Room.
Guest speakers at the meeting will be
members of the Stockton Women's Theater.
They will be discussing their experiences in
preparing for their next production, which
will be Feb. 17 and 18.
The meeting is open to all interested
members of the community.

new household maid, which leads to one of
the crowd favorites, "Everybody Ought to
Have a Maid," featuring James Meade, Phil
Sciaroni, Ron Manissadjian and Joe Bays.
The character role of Senex's wife,
Domina, is well played by Melanee Wayatt.
Her costume,-make-up and speaking voice
added to her comic role.
The Proteans were the "cast extras"
playing soldiers, eunuchs, slaves and
waterfront workers. Robert Harrison, Kris
Klucznik and Ed Henry worked well together.
Henry's wide range of facial expressions
stole the show several times.
Manissadjian was at his best during his
solo, "Calm" as he tried to sing and dance
himself into a calm state in the middle of a
crisis. Manissadjian moves well and is a
dynamic singer.
The courtesans of "The House of Lycus"
were amusing and thechoreography (staged
by Julie Sutherland) was well suited to their
individual character roles. The courtesans
were played by Melissa Myers, Susan laird,
Carol Fritze, Victoria Gilbert, Dee Ann
Nichols and Kelly Somers.
The costumes, designed by Sandra
Persels, were original and colorful. The
make-up and costumes for the twin
courtesans, Geminae, made the two look so
identical that one had to consult the program
to see if the two were really twins.
But the genius of this production lies
with the director, Darrell Persels. The show
moved quickly and smoothly. Timing was
excellent; especially in the confusing chase
scene. Persels is to be congratulated again
During all the confusion, Hero's father, for bringing another hit to the Drama
Senex (Phil Sciaroni), mistakes Philia for a Department.

The openingmusical number promised,
"something for everyone, a comedy tonight."
And that's what the audience got.
"A Funny ThingHappened on the Way to
the Forum" was staged in the Studio Theater
two weekends ago as the climax to the
Theater Production course offered during
Winter Term. Students spent the month of
January working on sets, costumes, lines,
choreography, staging, lighting and singing.
A lot to do in a little amount of time. But the
time was well spent and the production was
professional.
The Drama Department had hoped to
stage the show in the Long Theater but,
because of damage to a lighting panel, the
show played to a small studio audience of
107 each night. Needless to say, the perfor
mances were sold out days before the show
opened.
The most memorable person in the cast
was James Meade in the role of a slave
named Pseudolus. His rousing opening of
"Comedy Tonight" started the show off with
high energy which was maintained until the
final curtain. Meade possesses a rich, strong
singing voice which resounded through the
theatei.
Pseudolus is promised his freedom by
his young Roman master, Hero (Kurt
Reinhardt), if he can win for Hero the
beautiful Philia (Susie Gage). The two do an
excellent job of portraying innocent young
lovers. Sooneveryone is involed, singing and
dancing their way through the vaudevillian
comedy mess.
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Jou Quartet
Singing verse
Swings Tuesday For beloved

Time Out
by Rebecca Goehring

Well, here I am back behind the
Entertainment desk. A few astute readers
may remember my short tenure as acting
entertainment editor when Melinda had her

notify us 10 days prior to publication. In
formation received after that time will stand
a chance of not being published.
We also plan on keeping you in touch
with the Bay Area entertainment scene.
Robert H. Graham will, from time to time,
offer up a concert review, as will myself. We
will also try to keep you informed of concert
dates and special events happening in San
Francisco.
Jan Egan, our very own Judith Crist, will
be handling most of the movie reviews. I do
have one of UOP's leading film authorities,
Dr. Diane Borden, lined up for special re
views. So watch for them.

appendix out.

She has a bigger pain to contend with
now as Editor-in-Chief. Rumor has it that it's
located in the derriere region of her body! In
any case, I took over the Entertainment
section. Please send all best wishes, prayers
and poison pen letters in care of the
Pacifican.
My staff and I have big plans for the
entertainment pages this semester. Our
number one priority is to let our readers
Know what's happening in the Stockton
community and at UOP.
This is going to require an organized
effort on our part and assistance from you,
the reader. In the next week I'll be con
tacting the various entertainment centers in
the area- if I can think of any to coordinate
press information procedures.
I need your help in order to facilitate a
smooth, efficient section. If your group or
organization wants publicity in the Enter
tainment section for a certain date, please

Greg Heyes will be returning as our ace
record reviewer. I am trying to find a classi
cal reviewer to assist Greg in the classical
record department so that we can broaden
our record endeavours.
I'm really excited about our sectionand I
know the staff is as well. Please feel free to
• tell us of any suggestions or criticisms you
have for the paper. The Pacifican is your
paper. We're here to let you know what's
happening.

Win A Night On The
Town Vnlentine's Doy
Who's your favorite Valentine? Tell us about any particular person you
would like to spend Valentine's day and evening with. Write about any
individual; a girlfriend, boyfriend, movie star or personality (how about
Jimmy Carter?). Tell us why you want to spend the evening with him or her
and the following may be yours: dinner for two at Eppaminondas and tickets
to see the New York Jazz Quartet.
The winning entry will be published in next week's Pacifican.
Entries must be hand-delivered to the Pacifican office on the third floor
of North Hall by 5 p.m. this Monday. The winner will be notified bytelephone
at noon on Tuesday, February 14.
Please keep submissions between 50 and oO words. They may be funny,
creative, serious, poetic or prose. Judging will be done by the Pacifican staff
and will be evaluated on the basis of originality and creativity.
This contest is being co-sponsored by the Pacifican, Eppaminondasand
the UOP Jazz Bar

•courses:
n

"Sesame Seed
'Sesame Seed", the 1978 Mini-Courses
Sponsored by the University Center
rograms Council is setting its wheels in
•Jjotion for the spring semester.
Offering everything from Astrology to
aP
Dance, Wilderness Survival to
ackgammon,
the
program enables
sudents to enrich their personal learning
*Periences in an informal atmosphere.
Some of the courses have tuition and
^PPlies fees.
^--s which have initial meetings this
7
Monday
prnom Hair Care and Better Grooming"
_ ms Planning Center
7 P.m.
Creative or Off-Loom Weaving" WPC
202
m' ®e8inning Tap" South Campus Gym
?P

i^ardiopuimonary Resuscitation"

For that specialsomeone whohas every
thing, the ladies of Mu Phi Epsilon offer a
unique valentine's gift.

>

Tuesday
7 p.m. "Conversational Basic" CR101
7 p.m. "Current Contraceptive Concepts '
WPC 135

Wednesday
7 p.m. "Batik Workshop" Programs Planning
Center
7:30 p.m. "The Resume" Placement Center
7 p.m. "Chess: Play and Principles" Redwood
Room
8 p.m. "Alcoholism: All You wanted to know
but were afraid to ask WPC 134

Thursday
7 p.m. "Body Casting, Papermaking &
Printmaking" Programs Planning Center
7 p.m. "Massage" Gold Room
7 p.m. "Cooking with Natural Foods
An/torsnn Kitchen

For 50 cents members of this music
sorority wilI present a singingvalentine to the
person of your choice on Tuesday, February
14.
The organization of some 25 girls
annually deliver these musical valentines to
members of the university community on
that speit ay. In the past years this has
included students, faculty, administrators
and a few community residents. Some of the
recipients have been known to blush when a
trio or quartet of girls enters a classroom or
administrative office to deliver their gift.
Tunes from such traditional songs as
"On Top of Old Smokey" are normally used
for the verses. Sometimes the songs are
The New York Jazz Quartet will perform original compositions by the sender, said
in concert with the University of the Pacific Jeanne Ishikawa, president of Mu Phi
Jazz Band at 8 p.m. Tuesday.
Epsilon.
The program in the UOP Conservatory of
Last year more than 200 singing
Music Auditorium will be open to the public.
Tickets are $3.75 general admission and valentines were delivered to — in many
cases — unsuspecting and surprised
$2.75 for UOP students.
The New York group, featuring pianist recipients throughout the day on February
Roland Hanna, will also participate in a free 14.
pianist Roland Hanna

clinic at 4 p.m. in the University Center
Theater at UOP.
Hanna is a former member of the Thad
Jones-Mel Lewis Big Band and other
members of the group include Frank Wess,
formerly with Clark Terry's Big Band, tenor
saxophone and flute, George Mraz, bass and
Richie Pratt, drums. The individuals have
performed with such groups as the Oscar
Petprson Trio. Count Basie and Clark Terry.
"We're really fortunate to have the
Quartet at UOP," said Tony Kissane, director
of the UOPJazz Band. "It's an eventany jazz
aficionado will not want to miss."
Kissane added that the university group
will perform works by Count Basie, Maynard
Ferguson, Chuck Mangione and Clark Terry.
Soloists will include Craig McAmis,
trombone; Cody Christopher, trumpet; Greg
Heltman, trumpet; Jon Nordgren and Jeff
Diamond, piano.
Tickets are available at Miracle Music,
Bill's Music and all BASS Outlets. They will
also be available at the door. For more
information contact the Conservatory office
at 946-2550.
The Jazz Band will be performing today Tobey Hell, a folk-pop guitarist, will be
at noon in the University Center Patio area to performing tomorrow fromnoon to 1:30 p.m.
in the Rathskeller. This special afternoon
promote their upcoming concert.
concert is sponsored by the Rathskeller
Entertainment Committee and is free to the
public.

Tobey Hall

Photo Contest
At Center

Entries are now being accepted through
February 15 for the University Center
Program Councils Second Annual Photo
Salon, "Print Two."

The Photo Salon is open to all members
of the University Community. Certificates
will be awarded to the first place winners in
each of the four categories —Black and White
—Color
—Human Interest and
-Still Life - Abstract.
Upon recommendation of the iury, the
Programs Council will have the option of
purchasing the winners.
Entries should be turned in at the
Program Planning Center between 9a.m.
and 5 pm. All entries will be displayed inthe
Slery Lounge from February 20 through
March 3 An Awards presentation and
Son will be held February 20 at 9 p.m.
in the Gallery. Everyone is invited to attend.
Refreshments will be served.

Student
Art Show
The 14th Annual All-University Student
Art Exhibition is now underway at University
of the Pacific.
Some 125 items, including drawings,
batiks, prints, ceramics, paintings, sculpt
ure and photography, are included in the
show in the University Center Gallery
Lounge.
Students from throughout the
university have works in the exhibit and
some of the items are for sale.
Hours for the show, which opened on
February 2and will conclude on February 12,
are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. on weekdays and 12
noon to 9 p.m. on weekends.
The Department of Art is sponsoring the
show, which is open to the public without
:harge
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Arfs/Enferfainmenf
Review s Gurcia's Laryngitis Hampers Dead
by Jon Heim
The Grateful Dead, Marin County's
finest, closed their Northern California tour
with a sold-out performance at the Stockton
Civic Auditorium on January 18. A long, rainsoaked wait in line hardly dampened the
enthusiasm of
Stockton s small but
dedicated coterie of Deadheads: the pre
concert atmosphere was festive and
anxious.
The only traces of concern came from
those who had seen the previous night's
performance in Sacramento. During that

show laryngitis had prevented lead guitarist
Jerry Garcia from shouldering his half of the
lead vocal chores.
He could sing the 18th — or sort of sing,
anyway. On the band's standard opener,
"Mississippi Uptown Toodleoo" he obviously
strained, even for mid-range notes.
Garcia's ailment put the vocal spotlight
on Bob Weir, the band's rhythm guitarist.
Weir has now matured into a smooth,
confident and stylish singer whose limited
range iscompletely eclipsed by a silver tone.

THE GRATEFUL DEAD AT THE CIVIC AUDITORIUM
Although lead guitarist

,, .
... , n „ . H n l l f o n a B o o d c o n c e r t .D e a d h e a d s c a m e a w a y f e e l i n g satisfied.
Jerry Garcia was hampered by laryngitis, the Dead put on a good

drums, pianist Keith Godchaux and his wife,
backing vocalist Donna — performed with
varying degrees of competence and
enthusiasm.

Beyond his voice, Weir is a great rhythm
After the typical, annoyingly long
guitarist, an inspired innovator in a bleak
intermission, the Dead returned with an
field of three-chorders. His rhythm patterns
hour-long medley including "Lady with a
are incredibly creative, full yet economical,^ Fan," "Terrapin Station," "Playing in the
light yet stunning.
Band," "Passenger," "Estimated Prophet,"
Garcia also played well. Over the Dead's
and "Stella Blue."
twelve active years, he has earned a
"Stella Blue" can often strike deep and
reputation as a very skillful original whose
true.
It's their potential show- and heartlack of discipline is both virtue and fault. In
stopper. By this time, however, Garcia s
Stockton, he played tighter and more
voice was ravaged: he could not hit the highs,
aggressively than usual, with generally good
it was obvious, and he knew it before he
results.
wheezed each note. With his illness, they
shouldn't have even attempted "Stella Blue",
The balance of the band — Phil Lesh on
let alone close the concert with it.
bass, Mickey Hart and Bill Kreutzman on
It was a flawed performance, but all

Dead shows include a few bloopers. This is
because the Dead take risks. They con
stantly change and develop their arrange
ments.
During their improvisations in
particular, and throughout their per
formances, they reach for brass rings, for
spontaneous
harmonies,
for
melodic
strands. Sometimes these strands break or
lead nowhere. Sometimes they all come to
gether, quite magically. In Stockton, each

ACADEMIC

RESEARCH
10,000 TOPICS
QUALITY GUARANTEED!
SEND $1.00 TOR YOUR 220-PAGE

type had its moments.

MAII ORDER CATALOG
RESEARCH ASSISTANCE
11322 IDAHO AVE., 204-F
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90025,
(213) 477-0474

SATURDAY RAT DELI
Opens for Spring

01LL GRAHAM IK> J^^ATION WITH KSR.T..

Featuring Deli Sandwiches
DELI SANDWHICHES !
served 11:00 to 2:00
CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST

|

served 9—11:00
SPECIAL SPRING DRINK
I

'"CRANBERRY COOLER

|
•

THIS SATURDAY
FEBRUARY 11
GUEST ARTIST *
TOBIY HALL

JOn Stage 12:00—1:30 in the afternoon
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Tiger nine host
Stanford today
University of the Pacific's varsitv
baseball team will challenge Stanford todav
at 3 p.m. on Billy Hebert Field in the first of a
three game series.

Pacific hires three
football coaches

Association fiYst team r.^1'Pac,('c
Coast
eshrnanand
sophomore seasons had
0ff year ,n 1977
going 6-8 with an eamBw

, \he T'ge/S 'ravel to Palo Alto tomorrow
for a doubleheader against the Cardinals
sophomore ^sl^easontSnd ERA

After winning two of three games from
Santa Clara last weekend in the opening
Northern California Baseball Association
series of the season, head coach Tom Stubbs
fee is confifent that his Tigers will g,ve
Stanford some strong competition.

siisaS"
ssriSS£
szzsssszssssr

the Paf-,f,,
v_ University
0f
Directorate dL^ Pacific Athlet'c
hiring 0f three a«kr »y< announced the
recently.
football coaches
WHso^ have'^jned "head Umett 3nd Rich
coach Chester
Caddas' staff which n
time assistants a
u nUmbers five follWl" handle the
quarterbacks roni
left for the UniversiWoTf J3Ck Jordan who
position. Burnett replays Tedfi 3 a"1"3'
left to acceDt a to if
Le'and, who
S-Mora, SSLLK2 ™<»P ,,
running backs.

"We've worked hard and we have a very
enthusiastic group,' commented the coach

ge of the

Asselta, who will be 32 March 99 ic

University of Utah in 1970 and 1971
handling the linebackers and running the
defensive scout team. He then went tn

SSt'MS1''5tt""»»"»
Tnn onrnen S Pass defense ranked in the
haS
,'V'SIOn 111 in 1973 and 1974 He
ho^V^5 63rn Lltt,e All-American
honors, defensive back Danny Seaer and

and the

linebackers
1976
vnv.j in
Ml 13/Q.

in u 8radua*e of Mount Eden High School
6tt Was AH-Hayward Area
AthiM f
wis an In?"6 f°r thre® Seasons' He als°
was an all-league performer in baseball

ashou,derduringhis
sr^tr
SHS
T^

Gauchos' start'ng shortstop
his'freshma
his freshman year at UCSB, and held the

8 this weekend will be split
h J^
between the top six or seven hurlers. These
include lefthanders Dan Swanson and fyd
Church along with righthander r

SrldtTJJ Kiernan Also senior Joftn
Franklin and sophomore Howie Detmer who
missed last season because of an ankle
IhKrT 3 ChanCC t0 566 S°me actlon for

rroctor High School in Utica N Y and nn„
season as offensive coordinator at Rock Hill
Academy in Charlottesville, Va. HespTnUhe

leaguXCB0A!,dcehntth'atWeW,,lbeuPforf^

University^ vTrginia^™'6 aSSiSt3nt 3t

sirong pench, Stubbs remarked

the

NCBA include ^anta
Clara St'S™
Mary s> San Jose State Nevada
S'a"

« San
""

uQ „

,

,

a'l"'

ifflssaassss?
you gest
the staff
thentfc
off the
staff was
was
the offensive"frT member °

MIT f

SwTuO?K,rtg backs- (Air Force"
Co,orado Springs last
season).
star defensive™!^

W3S a

in 1972a
BumTtt^3' SCh0°' dr°PPed
Burnett was an All-Pacific Coast Athlete
Association first team defensive back in

G

hn

e

73S

two seasons

BASKETBALL PLAYER
OF THE WEEK
Rws$ Coleman Terence Carney
185, C

W,|Phy%C31 Educatl0n from Utah.

p'

Education from
Northern Colorado.
Colorado.
rom Northern

6'5",

has
J
earned a B.A. in history from UCSB and all

•'!" 188, C

3 three-year

CePt'ng

Bagdad H,^'^nd an ass,stant Coach at
takfna h 8
°°'m Bagdad> Ar«., before
VWUn S °"ege P03'at Ca( fast season
Wilson was the Big Sky Conference's
Scholar Athlete of the Year in 1974 D?us
earning Northern Arizona S
Scholar Athlete award. He was a two-year
starter at Northern Arizona after starting two

starter for the

fpr

Passes bis last

Burnett was a graduate assistant at the

(Michefe)

3

(wife
°ne'm°nth °'d daUghter

Ski Northern California's Newest &
Highest Ski Resort

KIRKWOOD
for

$7.00
Any student who is cur
rently registered in school
may buy an Adult All
Day Lift Ticket for $7.00
at Kirk wood Monday
thru Friday (not valid
holidays). Student Body
Card plus ID must be pre
sented at ticket window
in order to qualify.

—

Nancv^and'h! °f Berke'ey iS mamed

SKI

KIRKWOOD
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Sports
PCAA octim

La

IIOP hosts Irvine tomorrow night

scores 14, Cornelius and
Fowler each tally 12.
UOP 72, San Diego State 71
rather sporadic.
In the PCAA opener for both teams, UOP
The newest addition to the Tigers
holds off a late San Deigo rally. Both coaches
starting lineup is Bryant, who has started
agreed it was a great game, that neither team
every game since the Dec. 29 Columbia
deserved to lose. Coleman leads the way with
contest. Morrison said that Bryant has made
19 points. Hovorka had five points and
the greatest personal sacrifice of anyone on
played an excellent defensive game.
the team In order to improve on his defense
UOP 82, Long Beach State 70
and team play, Bryant no longer dazzles the
Before 2614 partisan fans , UOP dumps
crowd with his one-on-one style of play.
the visiting 49ers. UOP shot a blistering 75
Cornelius, the leading freshman player
per cent from the field in the first half.
in the PCAA, and perhaps one of the best in
Coleman scores 26 points and Bryant throws
the country, leads the PCAA in rebounding.
in 18, including two impressive dunks.
He is, also, second in the PCAA and 17th in
UOP 78, Santa Barbara 75
the country in field goal percentage
Matt McGuire is the hero in thisgameas
shooting. Cornelius has one big problem,
he hits six clutch free throws down the
though, according to Morrison. "He does not
stretch. The game was played at Santa
shoot the ball enough. Ron has to work
Barbara.
harder to get his hands on theball," Morrison
UOP 61. Fullerton State 79
said.
,
.
The Tigers are blown out at Titan
"George (Fowler) also needs to work
Gymnasium. Carney scores 15 points in a
harder to get off more shots, but he is doing
losing cause. Coleman isheld to a season low
much better," Morrison said.
eight points.
Here is a brief review ot the basketball
UOP 70. Irvine 58
games that were played during the
UOP defeats the then winless Anteaters
Pacitican's break beginning with the
at Irvine. Coleman is the leading UOP scorer
December 26 contest versus Colorado State.
with 18 points. McLaughlin adds a career
UOP 90, Colorado State 86
high 10 points.
Cornelius leads the way for UOP with 31
UOP 61, Fresno State 46
points, a freshman UOP record, and 11
Before a standing-room-only crowd at
better than they have in their last couple of
the Stockton CIVIC, UOP moved into a first
outings. A lot of pressure will rely on
rebounds. A tip-in by McLaughlin sends the
place tie with Fresno State and Fullerton
game into overtime. Morrison says this game
Coleman. He is the team's leading scorer,
State. Coleman scores 16 points and Fowler
was the turning point of the season for UOP.
with a 17.1 average in PCAA action, and 17 .6
has 13. UOP scores 61 points against the
UOP
75.
Columbia
58
overall. Coleman also leads the team with 51
number one defensive team in the country.
Coleman
scores
23
points
and
grabs
11
steals and is second on the team with 111
Coleman scores 23 pointsand grabs 11
numoer one ue,e„a,vC
>
.

by Rick Leserman
Univer.-ity of the Pacific hosts the UC
Irvine Anteaters in a Pacific Coast Athletic
Association game tomorrow night at the
Stockton Civic Auditorium. Tipoff is set for
8:05 p.m.
Last night the Tigers had an important
league game at Fresno State. Results were
not available, however;'when the Pacifican
went to press.
UOP was tied with Fresno State and
Fullerton State for first place in the PCAA
prior to last night's action. The three teams
posted 6-2 league records.
Last weekend UOP played San Jose
State in back-to-back games With each team
winning on their homecourt. In the firstgame
UOP lost at San Jose by nine points, 78 to 69.
Two nights later at the Stockton Civic, the
Tigers capped an exciting comeback with a
74-73 win.
Terence Carney and George Fowler were
the heroes in that game. Carney was the
leading scorer with 23 points and Fowler was
close behing with 21 points. The turning
point came with 1:29 left to play in the game
when Carney hit a 4-point play to put the
Tigers ahead for good.
Besides Carney and Fowler, all three of
the Tiger substitutes played good games.
They were forwards Joe Hovorka and Rick
Paulsen
and reserve center
Scott
McLaughlin. Hovorka played a tenacious
defense, Paulsen had four big points and
three key rebounds and McLaughlin filled in
effectively for Fowler
in The
month and
In
the past
past month
and aa half
half that
that the
the

Pacifican has not published, Coach Stan
Morrison has made one big change in UOP
basketball. That change was switching to a
starting lineup of three guards, one center
and one forward instead of the conventional
two guards, one center and two forwards.
UOP's starting lineup now consists of
Ron Cornelius at forward, George Fowler at
center, and Russ Coleman, Terence Carney
and Billy Bryant at the guard positions.
According to Morrison, the change was
made to give UOP added Quickness. He
added that the three-guard lineup would not
be possible if Coleman were any shorter.
"Russ is 6-5 and that enables him to guard
the shorter of the two forwards," Morrison
said^
Asked about the outlook of the PCAA,
Morrison called San Diego State and
Fullerton State the top teams with hresno
State and UOPveryclose behind. Regardless
of the outcome of the PCAA, a tournament
with seven of the league's eight teams will be
held
to determine the conference
representative in the NCAA tournament. The
FHJAA tournament will be held over the first
weekend in March at the Anaheim
Convention Center.
To have any chance of winning the
PCAA. the Tigers are going to have to play

assists. Lately Coleman's problem has been
the lack of consistency; his scoring has been

f
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AMPEX

Get Your
Bonus Here

rebounds. Carney
rphounds.
C

Aiv/mrv
AMPEX

SPECIAL 1
OFFER!

Plus
Series
Cassette

University Book Store
University Center •Stockton,CA95211• (209) 946-2329

LIST PRICE $8.37

SPECIAL 44.18

Check Special Table for other Tape
Specials such as 20-20 BY AMPEX
Offer good January 1 to February 15. 1978

Get YOUR bonus:
4 Plus Series
60-minute cassettes
and a storage rack.,

LIST PRICE $11.56

OUR PRICE 45.77
Here's a special BONUS from Ampex tapel You get FOUR Ampex Plus
Series 60-minute cassettes PLUS a handsome Stackette™ storage rack
.. .ail for the price of only three cassettes. These are low noise/high
output cassettes with the built-in Ampex quality that assures reliable
performance every time you use them.
The attractive, amber-colored Stackette storage racks have shelves
for six cassettes, and interlock with each other for vertical stacking;
great for organizing and displaying your cassette collection in minimal
space..

(Sale
ON 5 x 7 COLOR
I ENLARGEMENTS
% Buy one 5X7 at regular low price.
%
get 2nd enlargement for
•
only a penny more!
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Sports
A bit of the
action...

at thorf«man Ron Corne'ius,
at the left, and senior George
Fowler, at the right, are shown
in aetion earlier this year
.against Fresno State. The
in!fh[S Pu'ayed at Fresno '«t
.night, but results weren't
[avai able when the Pacifican
went to press. UOP hosts
Irvine tomorrow night and
Fullerton State on Thursday
[night.
'

Photos by Jorge F. Raya

" VALENTINE'S DAY TREAT

INTRODUCING

from

Our MONDAY *1.75
"SPRING SEMESTER " SPECIAL

the University Center Food Service

Candy in the Redwood Room
in the REDWOOD ROOM
11:00-1:30 p.m.

Apple with purchase.
Large bowl of soup and tossed salad/

MALL 11.00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
HOFBRAU 11.00 a.m. 2:00 p.m.

Large bowl of soup and cottage cheese
°"d fruit.
, i
lo
°r

'"dudes French bread and beverage.
-

« » • » • f.J.
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5.30 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
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"Old Fashioned
Ideas"

usritc a/vut'lYtlen&Jt

Such as:

WJo

Quality Merchandise
Personal Service and Attention
Fair Prices
Pride in Workmanship
Honesty
and Integrity
are alive and well at the quality jewelry
store on the Miracle Mile.

Odr
-mm —r fr m~m - ~ m w

-r^

Y
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"''^
JEWELERS
,952"
S|HC|

REGISTERED JEWELER
AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

2051 Pacific Avenue

Zktailf

462-2443

Gemologist
ffl

$Mui(

1(31 ?

Where To Go For The Right Valentine's Gift?

THE KNOBBY SHOP

S.F. FLORAL COMPANY

PARDINI'S

BORELLI JEWELERS

Send a
Gift of
Love!—

•J^OSUIaaacu^C'

© 1977 Hallmark Cards, Inc.

Come see all our
"loving" gifts for
Valentine's Day,
Tuesday, Feb. 14:
New decorator scented candles,
writing papers,
albums, gift books.
A beautiful
Hallmark valentine
and a thoughtful
Hallmark g i f t . . •
the perfect way
to say you care.

fibMj

-

-

Coordinate Dressing By Patty Woodard
Vest $18
Peasant Blouse $23, and
Skirt $25 sizes 6- 14

|f

pardini's
3220 PACIFIC

AVENUE

946-0480

V
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Campus gets facelift
Winterterm at Pacific, though the shortest semester in our academic
calendar, is a period of change and erudition unparalleled throughout the
ranks of American Universities.
We students indulge in a concentrated one month of intensive study
but the campus at large undergoes considerable amelioration and
refurbishment as well. Those students who, for one reason or another
were forced to take a winterterm elsewhere were no doubt shocked and
amazed at the redecoration and general improvement of ourfine campus
this past month.
Take for instance, the outstanding efforts of the groundskeepers and
their work on Anderson lawn. For slightly less than two weeks these
gentlemen have painstakingly slaved in the rainy afternoons of this
Stockton winter installing subterrestrial geothermic calefacient equip
ment.
Understandably concerned about sub-comfortable temperatures in
or near the ground, these self-less individuals of the grounds
maintenance crew have engineered this series of "lawn heaters" to
alleviate the situation, and are to be congratulated.
Elsewhere on the campus change is likewise evident. For example,
you may have noticed a new squad car being driven by the UOP Security
Patrol. The department requested the new vehicles (a total fleet of 11)
when it becameapparentthatthe older, falingDodge Polaras were unable
to catch on-campus speeders, and other offenders. This new model
boasts a turbo-charged 550 cubic inch Magnum Interceptor, and each
engine is equipped with seven four-barrel carburetors; the remaining ten
black & whites are due to arrive in late February.
When ASUOP President Randy Breschini heard of the new purchase
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V
he, keeping the students best interests in mind, sought to thwart their
arrival saying this recent acquisition would give the Patrolmen an unfair
advantage over the students in pursuit situations.
A compromise was reached after considerable deliberation and it
was decided that the new squad cars with the monstrous motors could be
employed by Security. But in order to maintain the proper element of
fairplay between the students and the Patrolmen, the new cars
are to have their braking systems removed.
Further development and landscape improvement can be seen on
the soccer field in the west portion of the recently acquired South
Campus, with the majority of the construction scheduled for completion
later this spring due to the weather.
I spoke with the Chief Purchasing Officer of Administrative Affairs at
the Office of Wealth, Eradication & Busfare, stationed in the reservearmy
barracks (quonsets; inaffectionately dubbed "Fort Polio") in regards to
the mounting and operation of our eight new fully-electric, semi
automatic, self-interchanging Carbuncles and he assured me the
shipment had not yet arrived.
And finally, wrapping up this entirely unofficial report of Campus
Improvements During Winterterm, is the exciting news released in a
Conservatory press announcement earlier this week. A comprehensive
sound system (amp, tuner, reel-to-reel, and turntable) has been
purchased, and the Conservatory basement renovated completing the
final stage in construction of the all new deaf lounge.
A School of Music spokesman, Dr. Tinear, says the center willhost an
open house on March 17th at 8:30 and that the public is expressly
welcome. Thank-you, Dr. Tinear.

Question Man
" Read any good books lately?"

by Wanda Lau
George Raya

Walter Tijiboy (1st yr. Sr., School of Engineer
ing): Sure have^bout soccer. It's called The
Inners of the Game of Soccer. Can't re
member the author, it |ust gave me the
theoretical background of the thingsI'd been
doing for several years. I'd recommend it to
anyone interested in the sport even for plea
sure reading.

•Sue
Mayo (Soph.,
Conservatory):
Dostoevsky's Crime and Punishment. It's
like a psychological profile of a murderer
with an overwhelming conscience. It was
really interesting to see the story from his
point of view alone. It was depressing in a
way, but there was a sort of hopeful note in
•hp end.

John Smith (Associate dean, RaymondCallison): Something Happened by Joseph
Heller. The reason I like it so much isthat it is
an excellent study of the "new narcissism,"
and the resulting emptiness as it's ex
perienced by the protagonist. I definitely
would recommend it.

Barbara Miller (Grad student COP): The
most recent one was P.E.T. (Parent
Effectiveness Training). It gave me lots of
good ideas as far as behavior modification,
how to approach different problems differ
ent ways. I'm teaching elementary school,
but it works with my own kids, too.

Myriam Castaneda (Sr., Elbert Covell): Yes.
Slow Awakening I can't remember who it's
by. It's about a girl who grows up an orphan,
and all the misfortunes she had in her life.
No, I didn't cry. I wouldn't really recom
mend it, except for very sentimental people.

Roger Katz (Psychology professor, COP):
Two books by B. Kliban: Never Eat Anything
Bigger Than Your Head and Other Drawings
and Whack Your Porcupine * I recommend
them for their scholarly content.

Frauke Meyer tFr.. COP) Catcher in the Rye
by J.D. Salinger It was real different, it was
something you had to concentrate on to
really know what it was about. It was about
this nerd who had a problem; he was nuts.
The book was a crack-up to read.

Ed Lee (School of Pharmacy): If you call text
books
good
books,
how
about
Pharmacokinetics' I know my prof will hate
me for saying this! I'd recommend it to the
eeneral public as a good bedtime book.

1
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Opinion
Lone Mountain not so alone
The Lone Mountain College Board of Tr^tees

has

announced th^

the school will be closing its doors at the end ofthis semes .
s o n : f i n a n c i a l p r o b l e m s . T h i s i s o n l y t h e m o s t r e c e n t n a» e
P
institutions which have been - or will be - forced to close beca

^

are unable to conquer the rising costs.
.ration
Lone Mountain is a unique institution which has offered an e
for women in the sciences. They have very high academic^standards^and
maintain a no-nonsense approach to
and ttie
sciences. They realized that women were adopting new roles '"society
and that their education should help to prepare
°PTe"tiSn lor thissxporienc, »as 12.700a rear. The reason.tor-th.
closing was the realization that tuition could not cover.expenses,
trustees felt that raising tuition would continue to price the middle-class
student out of an education.
c<tA9ifiaUpar
The cost of an education at University of the Pacific is $4,216 a year
This figure is second only to Stanford University, the highest priced
university in California, which has a tuition figure of $4,695. Yet, Stanford
students pay only 51 per cent of the operating costs of their university,
while UOP students pay 75 per cent.
Both UOP and Stanford are being forced to raise their tuitions about
$420 next year in order to continue their operation. Students, faculty and
administration must all face the fact that tuition must rise if a private
education is to be continued.
However, admitting the fact that tuition must go up does not insure
the future of private institutions. The administration and board of regents
must continue to strive to reduce the rate at which expenses increase.
There are unavoidable factors, such as inflation and rises in social
security, which will force the cost of education to rise. Therefore, cutbacks
must be made in programs and operating costs.
Secondly, the administration must work towards continued growth of
endowment which can be relied upon as a source of income.
The government must support private schools. There is currently a
bill in the United States Senate which would allow for a tax credit for
college or vocational-school tuition. However, this is only a small step in
solving a very large problem which affects all people seeking an otherwise
unaffordable education. An expansion of federal student-aid programs

The
front desk

for middle-class students is vital.
Without the support of the public and the government, the future of
private institutions is bleak. Unless measures can be taken to halt the
growing cost of a private education in America, it will die. Withthat death
will come the death of an individualized education.

Letter
HEP threatens academic success
Dear Editor
We, the residents of Carter, Eiselen and
Casa Jackson, are outraged and frightened
by the events of the past school year. The
HEP (High School Equivalency Program)
here at UOP is the main reason for our
distress.
We are here to further our education
through academics, and although we
recognize the need for a broad educational
experience, classwork is our pain priority.
(Some of) the HEP studentsand theirfriends
interfere with these priorities by their
constant loud music, large gatherings, and
blatant disregard for HEP and university
rules.

The results of these differences are that
our academic success is being threatened
and our peace of mind greatly disturbed.
Certainly we realize that the university
residence hall staff and HEP coordinators
make every effort to insure the smooth
integration of HEP students into the
university setting. Unfortunately, as the
events of this past year prove, this struggle to
achieve integration has failed miserably.
(Some) HEP students are unable to
control theirfriends, and since responsibility
of the actions for the guests of all dorm
residents is required by university
regulations, we feel that either the problem
These smaller disturbances have must be alleviated or the program must go.
consistently increased to the point of Editors note: This letter was signed by 87
physical violence. We feel the major reason
residents of the three dorms mentioned.
for this is that their schedules allow them an
Copies were sent to President McCaffrey,
unusual amount of free time in the evening.
University students' schedules tend to be Judy Chambers, vice-president of Student
Life; Robert M. Eberhardt, president of the
quite the opposite of the HEPs'; requiring
UOP Board of Regents; and Jose Alva,directmany hours of studying each nigiit.

Power hungry
Interpersonal crises, personality conflicts, student fraud, late nights, poor pay,
physical strain, mental depression and more, can all be yours: Just pick up a petition
and campaign materials in the ASUOP office. Now.
Impressive pitch?
Try this one: ELECTION '78. Power Hungry??? Run for office and be in power to
make the decisions. Pick up petitions now.
Pretty stupid? Worse than that, the second one is authentic.
It makes you wonder what kind of an egotistical, uninformed individual would run
for office after an ad like that. Well, we'll soon know.
In the next several weeks, we'll see the dramatic fruition of the pitch that begins,
'Power Hungry': ASUOP's only advertising incentive to interest students in taking part
in their student government.
Jake Aller, elections commissioner for the Senate, whose campaign advertising
brainchild has graced assorted posts and kiosks all across campus, seems to have
taken it upon himself to destroy what has always been an uphill battle for studen
credibility.
Isn't it difficult enough, with fiery resignations, false proxies, and other ad
ministrative indescretions, for ASUOP to . ,ang on to their dignity without committing
such an ignorant insult to the intelligence of UOP's student population?
I would hope that the handbill is so ludicrous to be above any level of influence i
persuading potential student body candidates totake the campaign plunge forthe rea
sons put forth.
But what is it doing to student interest in ASUOP? Why should anyone respect an
organization which takes the institution of open election and defiles itwith such kneejerk, left wing mentality?
If ASUOP wants to perpetuate an image of sincere professionalism, then they
better become internally consistent in their approach.
by Randy Bass
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